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Special Feature: 

International cooperation at a crossroad 
– Disaster prevention and infectious diseases

Cover Story Interview  From the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake to the Great East Japan 
Earthquake: Weaving the thoughts of “solidarity”
Makoto Iokibe (President, Hyogo Earthquake Memorial 21st Century Research Institute)

Message from the United Nations
International cooperation in the era of complex disasters: From the perspectives of 
earthquakes, COVID-19, and climate change
Mami Mizutori (Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General (SRSG) for Disaster Risk Reduction)

COVID-19 crisis as seen from global governance
COVID-19  poses a challenge to global governance in the area of international health. What should we do  in order to improve 
policy performance? This article decodes the composition of this issue.
Hideaki Shiroyama (University of Tokyo)

Asking the infectious disease expert: Can international cooperation system be reconstructed?
Why did international cooperation that had been cultivated in the fight against the new influenza virus fail under the COVID-19 
disaster?
Masato Tashiro (National Institute of Infectious Diseases)

Political decisions of countries that affected the competition over acquiring the vaccines
Japan seems to have lagged behind in the race to acquire new COVID-19 vaccines. The author looks at the global 
competition for vaccine development and acquisition, including the situation in China and Russia.
Kariko Muranaka (Medical Doctor / Journalist)

Development and distribution strategy of India as “world’s pharmacy”
Will India, which was home-grown during the Indira Gandhi era and is now in the global value chain, take the lead in the race to 
develop and manufacture COVID-19 vaccines?
Atsuko Kamiike (Chuo Gakuin University)

FOCUS: “China’s logic” and the international society
 
Biden’s foreign policy doctrine and the direction of its China policy
The Biden administration, which is conspicuously "anti-Trump" in both domestic and foreign policy, is likely to continue its basic 
policy of hard-line diplomacy toward China. This article explores the reality of the situation by reading the statements of key 
foreign policy personnel.
Satohiro Akimoto (Chairman of the Board and President of Sasakawa Peace Foundation USA)

China’s Maritime Police Law and expanding domestic logic
While unraveling the institutional and historical roots of China's maritime police, this article examines the problems with the 
Maritime Police Law, which is based on China's domestic logic, and the international community's response to it.
Katsuya Yamamoto (National Institute for Defense Studies)

Confidence and caution of Xi Jinping leadership during the National People’s Congress: Changes 
in the domestic balance are reflected onto its foreign policies
A "new stage of development" has been added to the Five-Year Plan. While there is confidence in the country's strength, 
including its recovery from COVID-19, will the Xi Jinping administration be able to stem the tide of slowing rapid growth in 
China and the global phenomena of the "east rising, west falling"?
Tomoki Kamo (Keio University)

Expectations and concerns of China’s “dual circulation” strategy
In response to the uncertain economic outlook caused by the “reducing dependence on China" and COVID-19, the new 
economic growth strategy of "dual circulation" is based on expanding domestic demand.
Romio Mori (Daito Bunka University)

Special interview - Narrating seven years and eight months of Abe diplomacy (Part III): Direct 
negotiations that kept President Trump on the path of international cooperation
Former Prime Minister Abe recalls his serious battle at G7 where his leadership was tested, as well as leading the discussion 
at G20 towards an agreement. 
Shinzo Abe (Former Prime Minister)

Next steps for economic diplomacy: Deepening free trade and creating rules for digital economy
In this interview, we talk to the leader of Japan's economic diplomacy about the economic and geopolitical implications, the 
issues of international rules for the digital economy, and policy coordination in the face of COVID-19.
Noriyuki Shikata (MOFA)

Economic security to maximize national interests
We live in an age where economics and technology are deeply intertwined with national security. How can we ensure and 
maximize Japan's security, prosperity, and value while taking into account the reality of threats? 
Takeshi Akahori (MOFA)

Kim Jong-un strengthening its foothold with the slow-down of diplomacy: analyzing the 8th 
Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea
Atsuhito Isozaki (Keio University)

Myanmar’s coup d’état showed the limits of bitter enemies in the same boat: deep conflict 
raises concerns about prolonged chaos
Behind the coup d’état by the national army is a conflict between Aung San Suu Kyi and a tacit agreement. 
Yoshihiro Nakanishi (Kyoto University)

Will the arrest of Alexei Navalny shake the Putin administration?
Akiyoshi Komaki (Asahi Shimbun)

A decade since the “Arab Spring”: Why Islamism lost
Kota Suechika (Ritsumeikan University)

FOCUS: American society after the presidential election

Social Networking Service and fake populism: Examining the social designs of “interest market”
Stimulating digital contents penetrate the blind spots of human thinking and spreads in conformity with the social networking 
"interest economy". Can we create an architecture that facilitates people's deliberation?
Tatsuhiko Yamamoto (Keio University)

Will postal and electronic voting accelerate the digitalization of democracy?
Were "postal and electronic voting irregularities" that Trump's supporters persistently claimed in the U.S. presidential election 
really exist? We explore the possibilities for a new democracy under COVID-19.
Harumichi Yuasa (Institute of Information Security)

Difficult departure for the “Catholic President” Joe Biden
In addition to Protestant evangelicals, Catholic conservatives also criticize the policies of the "Catholic President" Joe Biden. 
This article examines the future of Biden's foreign policy from a religious perspective.
Saho Matsumoto (Nagoya City University)

Interview with the President of Japan Foundation: Pursuing international exchange in the era of COVID-19
The President  of  the JF discusses the development of Japan's contemporary cultural diplomacy. 
Kazuyoshi Umemoto (President, Japan Foundation)

Japan in 1989 as seen from the disclosed diplomatic documents
Yu Takeda (Lecturer, Hiroshima City University)
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